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Healthy seeds and propagules are the basic requirement for
producing good grains, fruits and vegetables needed for
human survival and perpetuation. Dispersal of microbial plant
pathogens via seeds and propagules has assumed more
importance than other modes of dispersal, as infected seeds
and propagules have the potential to become the primary
sources of carrying pathogen inoculum for subsequent crops.
Several diseases transmitted through seeds and propagules
have been shown to have the potential to damage economies
as a result of huge quantitative and qualitative losses in
numerous crops. Hence, it is essential to rapidly detect,
identify and differentiate the microbial plant pathogens
present in seeds and propagules precisely and reliably, using
sensitive techniques. Microbial Plant Pathogens: Detection
and Management in Seeds and Propagules provides a
comprehensive resource on seed-borne and propagule-borne
pathogens. Information on the biology of microbial pathogens,
including genetic diversity, infection process and survival
mechanisms of pathogens and epidemiology of diseases
caused by them, are discussed critically and in detail to
highlight weak links in the life cycles of the pathogens.
Development of effective disease management systems,
based on the principles of exclusion and eradication of
pathogens and immunization of crop plants to enhance the
levels of resistance of cultivars to diseases, has been
effective to keep the pathogens at bay. The need for
production of disease-free seeds/propagules has been
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emphasized
to prevent the carryover of the inoculum to the
next crop or introduction of the pathogens to other locations.
Effectiveness of adopting simple cultural practices and
development of cultivars resistant to diseases through
traditional breeding methods or biotechnological approach
have resulted in reducing the pathogen inoculum and disease
incidence. Although application of different chemicals may
reduce the disease incidence effectively, biological
management of crop diseases, employing potential biological
control agents have to be preferred to preserve the
agroecosystems. Greater efforts have to be made to integrate
compatible strategies to enhance the effectiveness of
diseases management systems. Protocols appended at the
end of relevant chapters form a unique feature of this book to
enable the researchers to fine-tune their projects. This 2
volume set provides comprehensive and updated information
about the economically-important groups of microbial plant
pathogens carried by seed and propagules. Graduate
students, researchers and teachers of plant pathology, plant
protection, microbiology, plant breeding and genetics,
agriculture and horticulture, as well as certification and
quarantine personnel will find the information presented in
this book useful.
This invaluable resource introduces the eleven types of
organism that cause plant disease, ranging from higher plants
to viroids and describes examples of cash and staple crop
diseases that have caused human catastrophes. Early
chapters cover serological and molecular techniques for the
diagnosis of plant pathogens, epidemiology, methods for
estimating disease severity and its effect on crop yields and
techniques for limiting inoculum. Later chapters are
concerned with colonisation of the plant and symptom
development and the underlying biochemical and genetic
factors that control these events. Finally, the control of plant
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disease
using
a variety of techniques including genetic
modification is discussed. Modern diagnostic techniques
Epidemiology and the measurement of disease severity The
biochemistry and molecular biology of plant disease Control
through cultural, biological, genetic and molecular techniques
A wealth of examples and applications including full colour
photographs
The diagnosis and identification of plant pathogens provides
the basis of plant pathology and phytomedicine. The
Executive Committee of the EUROPEAN FOUNDATION FOR
PLANT PATHOLOGY (EFPP) had no problem to identify this
actual th topic as topic for the 4th Symposium, which was
held from September 8 to the 12th at the University of Bonn.
It was suggested to have introductory papers and papers on
actual research on recently identified topics. The
development of diagnosis and pathogen identification is very
important to keep plants healthy and to provide a successful
and efficient disease control. On the other hand the most
important task of the EUROPEAN FOUNDATION FOR
PLANT PATHOLOGY is to improve the international
communication, especially in the European hemisphere.
Another important duty is to provide the contact between all
associated societies - of specific importance seems to be the
contact to societies and colleagues from eastern European
countries. Times have changed and gratefully we are obliged
to hold the contact to our colleagues from the east. During the
last meeting we could hold this contact to a certain extent and
this should be a premise for the future. th During 1998 the
EUROPEAN FOUNDATION FOR PLANT PATHOLOGY will
join the 7 International Congress of Plant Pathology held at
Edinburgh from August 9-14, 1998. th The 5 Symposium of
the EUROPEAN FOUNDATION FOR PLANT PATHOLOGY
will be arranged by our Italian colleagues.
"Plant Pathogens: Detection and Management for
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Sustainable
Agriculture addresses the most critical issues in
the management of emerging diseases throughout the world.
Experts in plant pathology from internationally renowned
institutes share their research and examine key literature on
vital issues in pathogen disease diagnosis and management.
They look at both traditional pathology as well as new and
advanced biotechnological and molecular diagnosis
approaches. This book is divided into four parts, covering viral
and fungal disease detection and management, nematode
diseases and management, bio-control, and biotechnological
approaches and impact of climate change. The authors look
at the challenges of crop protection against diseases caused
by plant pathogens for the most economically important
crops, including fruits, vegetables, and cereals. The
establishment and management of plant diseases using
conventional and eco-friendly methods are discussed with an
emphasis on the use of beneficial microbes and modern
biotechnological approaches. Plant Pathogens: Detection and
Management for Sustainable Agriculture focuses on expert
disease diagnosis and integrated management practices with
molecular diagnostic techniques to achieve disease freeplants from a wide array of pathogens. The volume will be a
valuable source of information for those involved with and
studying plant pathology and crop disease management"-This volume is envisioned as a resource for researchers
working with beneficial and harmful groups of bacteria
associated with crop plants. The book is divided into two
parts, with Part I on beneficial bacteria including chapters on
symbiotic nitrogen fixers and rhizosphere bacteria. The
second part consists of detailed descriptions of 8 genera of
plant pathogenic bacteria, including Agrobacterium and
Herbaspirillum. Each chapter covers terminology, molecular
phylogeny and more. soft-rot, Pseudomonas, Xanthomonas,
Ralstonia, Burkholderia and Acidovorax There is an opening
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the plant-associated bacteria survey, molecular
phylogeny, genomics and recent advances. And each chapter
includes terminology/definitions, molecular phylogeny,
methods that can be used (both traditional and latest
molecular tools) and applications
Plant pathogens, the causal agent of infectious plant
diseases, influence our lives more than just as an economic
impact through yield lost. The study of plant pathogens has
given rise to the development of new sciences, new
technologies for plant breeding, and the agrochemical
industry for pesticide developments. Yet, all our actions and
efforts to suppress or eradicate them constantly pressures
these various organisms to evolve and adapt for survival.
Therefore today, when facing climate changes, accelerated
transport of plants and plant products, and world population
growth, we have to ask quo vadis phytopathology. Like Alice
in Wonderland “If we wish to go anywhere we must run twice
as fast as that” so we need to constantly broaden our
knowledge. However, today’s literature abounds with
knowledge about plant pathogens. Hence, this book intends
to present to the reader all the latest material and knowledge
about plant pathogens, changes or refinements in plant
disease epidemiology, and new approaches and materials
used for plant pathogen control. Hopefully, this book will be of
interest to those working within the field and looking for an upto-date introduction. We hope it also interests students and
thereby, will influence the future development of
phytopathology and our better coexistence with plant
pathogens.
Biological balance; What is biological control?; Biological
control in plant pathology; Examples of biological control;
Approaches to biological control with antagonistic
microorganisms; Role of the pathogen in biological control;
Role of the antagonist in biological control; Role of the host in
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Role of the physical environment in
biological control; Biological control of pathogens of aerial
parts; Whither biological control?; Why biological control?.
As agricultural production increases to meet the demands of
a growing world population, so has the pace of biotechnology
research to combat plant disease. Diseases can be caused
by a variety of complex plant pathogens including fungi,
bacteria, viruses and nematodes, and their management
requires the use of techniques in transgenic technology,
biochemistry and genetics. While texts exist on specific
pathogens or management practices, a comprehensive
review is needed of recent developments in modern
techniques and the understanding of how pathogens cause
disease. This collection of studies discusses the key
approaches to managing each group of pathogens within the
context of recent developments in biotechnology. Broad
themes include microbe-plant interactions, molecular
diagnostics of plant pathogens and enhancing the resistance
of plants.

This book is the second of the 3-volume Innovative
Approaches in Diagnosis and Management of Crop
Diseases, which provides an abundance of new
research and information on major diseases of
various crops along with new techniques and
technology for the detection of plant pathogens
along with appropriate management strategies.
Divided into three volumes and with chapters written
by renowned and expert scientists working in
different areas of plant pathology, the volumes cover
important diseases of crops, incited by bacteria,
fungi, viruses, viroids, phytoplasma, and nematodes.
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It addresses these disease challenges to commercial
field and horticultural crops and their management.
Innovative Approaches in Diagnosis and
Management of Crop Diseases: Volume 2 focuses
on recent advances in diagnosis, detection, and
management of diseases of specific crops, such as
cotton, sesame, rice, wheat, millet, maize, field pea
and pigeonpea, ginger and turmeric, guava, aonla,
and vegetable cruciferous crops. Key features:
Presents diverse research of leading plant
pathologists on detection, diagnosis, and
management of crop diseases Shares innovative
and emerging techniques for diagnosis and
management of major plant diseases Covers a vast
array of important crops and their diseases Volume 1
of this multi-volume set focuses on the Mollicute
class of bacteria. It looks at the detection, diagnosis,
and management of phytoplasma diseases and
viroids, CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing in plants for
virus resistance, next-generation sequencing
technologies, and more, while Volume 3 reviews the
advances in the uses of nanomolecules and
biocontrol agents. Diagnosis and management of
biotic stresses play a pivotal role in efficient
agriculture production, and together, these volumes
of Innovative Approaches in Diagnosis and
Management of Crop Diseases provide informative
reviews of crucial research to effectively advance the
detection, diagnosis, and management of crop
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Microbial plant pathogens causing qualitative and
quantitative losses in all corps are present not only in
the infected plants, but also in the environmental
comprising of soil, water and air. The vectors present
in the environment spread the microbial pathogens
to short and/or long distances. Detection of microbial
pathogens rapidly and reliably by employing suitable
sensitive applicable for different ecosystems. The
pathogens have to be identified precisely and
differentiated and quantified to plan appropriate
short- and long-term strategies to contain the
incidence and spread of diseases induced by them.
This book aims to present all relevant and latest
information on the detection techniques based on
the biological, biochemical, immunological and
nucleic acid characteristics of microbial pathogens
presents in the host plants, as well as in the natural
substrates that support the survival and perpetuation
of the pathogens.
This book is a compilation of the most challenging
and significant chapters on the diagnosis and
management of important bacterial, fungal, viral,
viroid, phytoplasma, non parasitic diseases and
various physiological disorders, in various crops. The
chapters have been contributed by eminent plant
pathologists, having wide experience of teaching and
research on various crops with different types of
diseases, which cause great economic losses. The
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book would be very useful for students, teachers and
researchers of plant pathology. This book highlights
recent advances made in the development of new
types of resistance in host plants and alternative
strategies for managing plant diseases to improve
food quality and reduce the negative public health
impact associated with plant diseases. Having
entered into 21st century advancements in the
Diagnosis of Plant Pathogens and Plant Disease
Management need to be closely examined and
adequately applied, so that newer challenges facing
plant pathology could be adequately addressed in
attaining food security for the growing population.
Substantial advancements have been made in terms
of expanding knowledge base of the biology of plantmicrobial interactions, disease management
strategies and application and practice of Plant
Pathology. Application of molecular biology in Plant
Pathology has greatly improved our ability to detect
plant pathogens and in increasing our
understanding, their ecology and epidemiology.
Similarly, new technologies and resources have
been evolved for the development of sustainable
crop protection systems by different control
strategies against various pests and pathogens that
are important components of the integrated pest
management programme. Natural products and
chemical compounds discovered as a result of basic
research and molecular mechanisms of
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pathogenesis have led to the development of
“biorational” pesticides. Biological control has been
found to be the most significant approach to plant
health management during the twentieth century and
promises using modern biotechnology, to be even
more significant in the twenty-first century.
Identification schemes; Gram-negative bacteria;
Gram-positive bacteria; Cell wall-free prokaryotes.
Plant diseases and changes in existing pathogens
remain a constant threat to our forests, food, and
fiber crops as well as landscape plants. However,
many economically important pathosystems are
largely unexplored and biologically relevant life
stages of familiar systems remain poorly understood.
In a multifaceted approach to plant pathogenic
behavioral control, Sustainable Approaches to
Controlling Plant Pathogenic Bacteria discusses the
impact of plant pathogenic bacterial pathogenesis on
scientific and economic levels. It introduces
mechanisms, measuring tools, and controlling
strategies you can use to meet the challenge of
developing new and innovative ways to control plant
diseases. The book covers many aspects of the
activities of pathogenic bacteria that interact with
plants. With chapters contributed by experts, the
book focuses on: Pathogenesis Epidemiology
Forecasting systems Control measures including
diagnosis, quarantine, and eradication Adoption of
agro-traditional practices Tools for the control of
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antibacterial polypeptides Nutrient supplements
Metabolic substances from other organisms
Mechanisms of siderophores Host resistances
Quorum sensing and quenching Seed and foliar
applications Impact of plant pathogens on scientific
and economic levels The editors’ approach provides
a broad perspective, including modern trends in
ecology that consider plant pathogenic bacterial
control from all angles. The discussions and reviews
in the book cover a wide range of aspects of plant
pathogenic bacterial pathogenicity, epidemiology,
and impact on the food chain as well as strategies
for control, which will help you develop sustainable
methods for controlling plant diseases.
Laboratory Techniques in Plant Bacteriology is ideal
for scientists and students who seek a career in
plant pathogenic bacteria. This book contains 41
chapters comprising practicable techniques from
isolation of bacterial plant pathogens to their
identification up to species and race/biotype level. It
includes identification protocols of morphological,
biochemical, immunological, and molecular-based
techniques. This book comprises all technological
aspects of plant bacteriological studies. Its content is
ideal for graduate students and research scholars
including bacteriological professionals or
technicians. The book ultimately provides working
technologies useful for controlling bacterial disease
pathogens.
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Addressing the most critical issues in the
management of emerging diseases throughout the
world, experts in plant pathology from internationally
renowned institutes share their research and
examine key literature. They look at both traditional
pathology and advanced biotechnological and
molecular diagnosis, and integrated management
practices. This book is divided into four parts,
covering viral and fungal disease detection and
management, nematode diseases and management,
bio-control, and biotechnological approaches and
impact of climate change. The authors look at the
challenges of crop protection against diseases
caused by plant pathogens for the most
economically important crops. The establishment
and management of plant diseases using
conventional and eco-friendly methods are
discussed with an emphasis on the use of beneficial
microbes and modern biotechnological approaches.
Fungal plant pathogens can threaten food security,
economic prosperity and the natural environment.
Changing factors such as pesticide usage, climate
change and increasing trade globalization can bring
new opportunities to plant pathogens, and new
challenges to those attempting to control their
spread. Covering the key techniques used when
working with fungal plant pathogens, this practical
manual deals with the recognition of disease
symptoms, detection and identification of fungi and
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methods to characterize them, as well as curation,
quarantine and quality assurance. It is unique in its
practical focus, providing an overview of both
traditional and emerging methods and their
applications, and detailed protocols on techniques
such as microscopy, antibody detection using ELISA
methods and lateral flow devices, molecular
methods using PCR and fingerprinting and
preservation techniques including freeze drying. For
postgraduate and advanced undergraduate students
of mycology and plant pathology Fungal Plant
Pathogens provides an invaluable guide to
investigating fungal plant diseases and interpreting
laboratory findings. It is also a useful tool for
extension plant pathologists, consultants and
advisers in agriculture, horticulture and the food
supply chain
Plant diseases play an important role on our daily lives. Most
of plant diseases are visible and are caused by biotic and/or
abiotic factors. Symptoms are usually the results of a
morphological change, alteration or damage to plant tissue
and/or cells due to an interference of the plant’s metabolism.
All basic structures of vascular plants are subject to attack by
pathogens. The failure in accurate disease diagnosis and
management may lead to huge losses in plant production and
related commodities, which causes nutritional food scarcity.
Typically, the appearance of a biotic symptom will indicate the
relatively late stage of an infection and/or colonization of a
pathogen. Expert detection, accurate diagnosis, and timely
management play a significant role in keeping plants free
from pathogens. In this book expert scholars share their
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and key literature which are vital toward
the diagnosis of plant diseases across the globe, addressing
traditional plant pathology techniques, as well as advanced
molecular diagnostic approach.
Digital farming is an approach to farming in which crop yield is
maximized while environmental impact is minimized. Integral
to this approach is diagnostic sensing of plant disease and
stress. This book examines innovative sensing technology
such as satellite- and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based
RGB and thermography imaging as well as hyperspectral,
infrared, reflectance and Raman spectroscopy.
This book provides a comprehensive look at the field of plant
virus evolution. It is the first book ever published on the topic.
Individual chapters, written by experts in the field, cover plant
virus ecology, emerging viruses, plant viruses that integrate
into the host genome, population biology, evolutionary
mechanisms and appropriate methods for analysis. It covers
RNA viruses, DNA viruses, pararetroviruses and viroids, and
presents a number of thought-provoking ideas.
Over the last few decades, the prevalence of studies about
plant growth has dramatically grown in most regions of the
world. Many aspects have been investigated related to this
phenomenon. If we can gain understanding of how plants
grow, then we may be able to manipulate it to reduce both
chemical fertilizer use and its environmental impact without
decreasing the yield. This book provides information about
the use of bio-agents, plant health, plant pathogen, property
of melanin, and the influence of rootstock and root growth.
We hope this information will be useful for all the people who
work with this hot topic.
This book provides an account of the classical and recent
trends in plant sciences, which have contributed for disease
management strategies in plants for sustainable agriculture.
Advancements in the disciplines of biological sciences like
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biotechnology,
microbiology, bioinformatics as well as
information and communication technology etc has given the
new dimensions for the development of new plant disease
management strategies. By keeping this perspective in view,
the editors collected and compiled the useful, practical and
recent information regarding plant disease management from
a diverse group of authors from different countries associated
with well-reputed scientific, teaching and research
organizations with the objective to update and equip the
researchers with comprehensive and latest knowledge of
plant disease management. This book is based on the
knowledge of traditional and modern approaches for plant
disease management. It has 15 chapters, each chapter
describing the pillar strategies, which may be the possible
way for crop protection from diseases.This effort deals with
the history and recent trends in plant disease control, plant
genetics and physiology in disease prognosis, conventional
plant breeding program for disease resistance, synthetic
chemicals: major component of plant disease management,
biological antagonism: expected safe and sustainable way to
manage plant diseases , soil microbes and plant health,
conventional and modern technologies for the management
of post-harvest diseases, nanobiotechnology, an innovative
plant disease management approach, transgenic approaches
in plants: strategic control for disease management, exploiting
RNAi mechanism in plants for disease resistance, genome
editing technologies for resistance against phytopathogens:
principles, applications and future prospects, plant health
clinics in Pakistan: operations and prospects, precision
agriculture technologies for management of plant disease,
quarantine and regulations and development and
implementation of IDM program for annual and perennial
crops.
This book is part of the Plant Pathology in the 21st Century
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started
in the occasion of the IX International
Congress of Plant Pathology, Torino, 2008. In conjuction with
the Xth International Congress of Plant Pathology, held in
Beijing in August 2013. Although deriving from a Congress,
the book will not have the format of traditional Proceedings,
but will be organized as a resource book. It will be based on
invited lectures presented at the Congress as well as by other
chapters selected by the editors among offered papers. This
book will cover a topic very important in the field of plant
pathology, dealing with detection and diagnostics. This field
of research is continuously moving forwards, due to
innovation in techniques. The application of new detection
and diagnostic technologies are relevant to many applied
fields in agriculture. The different chapters will provide a very
complete figure of the topic, from general and basic aspects
to practical aspects.
This work provides information on the detection, identification,
and differentiation of all microbial plant pathogens presenting modern protocols for rapid diagnosis of diseases
based on biological, physical, chemical and molecular
properties. It contains methods for the selection of diseasefree seeds and vegetatively propagated planting materials
and quarantine techniques for screening newly introduced
plant materials.
Morphological, biological, biochemical and physiological
characteristics have been used for the detection, identification
and differentiation of fungal pathogens up to species level.
Tests based on biological characteristics are less consistent.
Immunoassays have been shown to be effective in detecting
fungal pathogens present in plants and environmental
samples. Development of monoclonal antibody technology
has greatly enhanced the sensitivity and specificity of
detection, identification and differentiation of fungal species
and varieties/strains. Nucleic acid-based techniques involving
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with or amplification of unique DNA have
provided results rapidly and reliably. Presentation of a large
number of protocols is a unique feature of this volume.
This book is based on EU-funded project PLANTFOODSEC,
covering intentional and unintentional threats to plant
biosecurity and to food safety areas. Biosecurity is a strategic
and integrated approach for analysing and managing relevant
risks to human, animal and plant life and health, and
associated risks to the environment. Interest in biosecurity
has risen considerably over the last decade in parallel with
the increasing trade in food and plant and animal products;
higher levels of international travel; new outbreaks of
transboundary diseases. Although most diseases outbreaks
have natural causes or are the result of inadvertent
introductions of pathogens through human activities, the risk
of a deliberate introduction of a high consequence plant
pathogen cannot be excluded. Vigilance is required to
identify, prevent and manage new and emerging issues that
could impact on production capacity, plant biosecurity or food
safety and food chain resilience. /div
Plant diseases are destructive and threaten virtually any crop
grown on a commercial scale. They are kept in check by plant
breeding strategies that have introgressed disease resistance
genes into many important crops, and by the deployment of
costly control measures, such as antibiotics and fungicides.
However, the capacity for the agents of plant disease viruses, bacteria, fungi, and oomycetes - to adapt to new
conditions, overcoming disease resistance and becoming
resistant to pesticides, is very great. For these reasons,
understanding the biology of plant diseases is essential for
the development of durable control strategies. PlantPathogen Interactions provides and overview of our current
knowledge of plant-pathogen interactions and the
establishment of plant disease, drawing together fundamental
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on plant infection mechanisms and host
responses. The role of molecular signals, gene regulation,
and the physiology of pathogenic organisms are emphasized,
but the role of the prevailing environment in the conditioning
of disease is also discussed. Emphasizing the broader
understanding that has emerged from the use of molecular
genetics and genomics, Plant-Pathogen Interactions
highlights those interactions that have been most widely
studied and those in which genome information has provided
a new level of understanding.
Pythium is one of the most important phytopathogens causing
significant damage to agriculture, forest, and nurseries, etc. It
is an unseen enemy of the root zone of various plants and
hence considered as "hidden terror" for a number of plants.
An accurate diagnosis and identification of Pythium causing
various infections in plants is very important because it is
often confused with several other fungi. Pythium infections
are difficult to control once they have set in. Therefore, its
effective and ecofriendly management is of paramount
importance. In addition, there are many reports on Pythium
causing infections in human beings and animals. The present
book on Pythium focuses on various aspects which mainly
include pathogenesis, technological developments in
detection and diagnosis, and its management. Key Features
Includes identification of Pythium spp. by traditional and
molecular methods Deals with different diseases caused by
Pythium spp Describes the role of Pythium in mammalian
diseases Incorporates various management strategies
Discusses emerging role of nanotechnological tools for the
management of Pythium diseases
Food Security and Plant Disease Management offers a
comprehensive exploration of biocontrol, the latest
technologies being used in plant health assurance, and
resulting impacts on crop production and food security.
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Discussing
both theoretical and practical topics, the book
examines basic and advanced applications of biosensor and
nano-technologies, introduces plant disease, including modes
of action and their transmission in host plants, then covers
factors contributing to plant disease and various means of
addressing those diseases. This volume is part of the
Microorganisms in Agriculture and the Environment series
and provides important information for developing new
effective plant protection practices. The direct or indirect
applications of beneficial microbes in the treatment of plant
disease is termed “microbial control and these methods have
increasingly been identified as important options for plant
health management. The beneficial microbes as well as
recent omic and nano-technologies also reveal important
mechanisms that can be utilized in disease management
strategies. Explores the impact of climate change on plant
diseases and new methods of resolution Includes information
on gene expression during crop disease management
Presents insights into the legal and commercial aspects of
microbial control
Plant pathology is the study of diseases in plants that are
caused by pathogens. It encompasses the studies of
pathogen identification, disease etiology, plant disease
epidemiology, economic impact, etc. Pathogens that cause
diseases in plants are fungi, viruses, bacteria, protozoa, etc.
Effector proteins, cell wall-degrading enzymes and toxins are
the prominent methods of pathogenic infection. Some of the
severe plant diseases include citrus canker, rice blast,
soybean cyst nematode, etc. This book discusses the
fundamentals as well as modern approaches of plant
pathology. It strives to provide a fair idea about this discipline
and to help develop a better understanding of the latest
advances within this field, particularly with respect to disease
detection and identification. Students, researchers, experts
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and all
associated
with botany and agriculture science will
benefit alike from this book.
Using molecular methods for plant disease diagnosis
provides diagnosticians with a number of advantages over
more traditional methods. They can allow the identification of
morphologically similar species, for example, or the detection
of infection prior to symptom formation. Not only can
molecular tools help by increasing the efficacy, accuracy and
speed of diagnosis; their common technological basis
provides further benefits, especially where resources are
limited and traditional skills are hard to sustain. This book
provides protocols for nucleic acid-based methods currently
applied to plant pathogen detection and identification. It takes
the practitioner through the full range of molecular diagnostic
and detection methods and, as these generic techniques are
appropriate for use on any target with minimal modification,
also provides a useful resource for students of plant
pathology and plant pathologists. Beginning with the
background and future directions of the science, it then
addresses DNA barcoding, microarrays, polymerase chain
reactions (PCR), quality assurance and more, forming a
complete reference on the subject.
The diagnoses of plant disease;the microscope;the
autoclave;the preparation of media for fungal and bacterial
growth ;detection of fungal pathogens in infected plant
tissues;detection of bacterial pathogens in infected
tissues;koch's postulates;inoculation techniques;the diagnosis
of a nematode problem;viruses and plant virus
diseases;mycoplasma asagent of plant disease.
The main theme of the book is sustainable disease
management in a European context. Some of the questions
addressed are: How does society benefit from plant
pathology research? How can new molecular approaches
solve relevant problems in disease management? What other
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can we
exploit in plant pathology research? What
challenges are associated with free trade across the new
borders? How can we contribute to solving problems of
developing countries? How does plant pathology contribute to
food quality and safety? How does
globalization/internationalization affect teaching and
extension in plant pathology?

Most books on epidemiology have treated the
subject from a statistical, mathematical or computer
applicational point of view. However, experiments
must be performed first to provide the data for
models which in turn can then be proven by further
experimentation. This mutual interplay of theory and
empirics gives epidemiology its scientific thrust and
charm. This book provides a choice of methods for
varying applications and objectives, covering all
important aspects for the designing of experiments.
Furthermore, the reader is supplied with solutions to
his experimental problems and many "tricks of the
trade". The newcomer to the field will also profit by
this methodology guide.
Crop disease management strategies revolve
around the principles of exclusion, eradication and
immunization. Cultural practices are aimed at
preventing or reducing the accumulation of pathogen
population (inoculum). Development of cultivars with
genetic resistance by transgressing resistance
gene(s) through traditional breeding procedures or
biotechnological techniques is the most effective and
acceptable strategy, as it is environment-friendly and
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does not need any additional cost to the grower.
Assessment of different grades of resistance of
cultivars or genotypes to soilborne microbial
pathogens has been possible by quantifying
pathogen populations or their DNA contents in the
test plants by applying biological and molecular
methods. This second volume of a two-volume set
focuses on the soilborne microbial plant pathogens
and the diseases caused by them. The book
provides information on ecology and epidemiology of
soilborne microbial plant pathogens and various
strategies applicable for effective management of
diseases. Chapters cover exclusion and prevention
strategies; improvement of host plant resistance;
biological management; application of chemicals;
and integration of these disease management
strategies. Features Discusses various aspects of
soilborne microbial plant pathogens to develop
effective methods of managing diseases. Presents
information on epidemiology and ecology of
soilborne microbial plant pathogens. Facilitates the
application of management strategies alone or in
combination with others for effective suppression of
disease development. Features information on
application of biotic and abiotic biological control
agents (BCAs) to suppress pathogen development
either by directly acting on the pathogen(s) or
indirectly by enhancing host resistance to the
pathogens. Employs biotic and abiotic biocontrol
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agents either to replace or reduce the use of
chemicals is an achievable approach for managing
the soilborne microbial pathogens.
Most branches of science have what might be
termed a 'core area' which is both related to and
helps to integrate peripheral topics to form the
overall subject area. Without this central link, the
subject is simply a collection of disparate, albeit
gener ally related topics. What genetics is to plant
breeding, epidemiology is to the subject of plant
pathology and, no matter what individual topic is
considered, it is always possible to recognize the
interaction with and relationship to epidemiological
factors. Broadly speaking, until the 1950s, plant
pathology was considered as the applied side of
mycology and, indeed, the British Society of Plant
Pathology was spawned from its mentor, the British
Mycological Society, with considerable help from
The Association of Applied Biology. However, with
the exploding world popu lation and the growing
demand for food, plant pathologists became
increasingly aware of the need for a more
considered, measured, precise and even holistic
approach to their subject and, particularly, to plant
disease management. Looking back over 40 years of
teaching and research in plant pathology, it was very
clear that the 'core' of the subject was epidemiology
and that this 'new' study was developing a very
distinct identity which was rapidly being recognized
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in its own right. The 'shotgun' approach to plant
disease 'control' was quickly perceived to be too
inexact and almost every aspect of the subject was
being reviewed, refined and advanced.
The need for the development of techniques based
on the characteristics of the viral proteins and
genomic nucleic acids was realized in order to
detect, identify, differentiate and quantify viruses in
the infected plants/planting materials with or without
symptoms of infection. Immunoassays have been
successfully applied for the detection of viruses in
crop and weed host plant species as well as in the
vectors. Nucleic acid-based techniques have been
demonstrated to be the most reliable and sensitive
tests for detection, identification and differentiation of
viruses and viroids present in plants and planting
materials.. Inclusion of numerous protocols in
appropriate chapters as appendix is a unique feature
of this volume.
A field and laboratory manual emphasizing the most
practical methods for rapid identification.
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